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                                     Introduction
We propose a novel approach - employing of level-of-detail with stories. The key idea is to create a tree representation of a story, where the root represents a single annotated image, and the bottom a selection of several hundreds of annotated images. The time available for each percipient of the LOD story identifies the number of perceivable images from this story. In other words, the root offers the story’s main picture and message (one-liner), while the leaf nodes mean the full-length comics strip. The LOD-story input is the time available to a virtual tourist. The output is given by the presentation itself - and its length.
We document the proof-of-the-concept with a feature film directed by Martin Tapak and produced by Peter Rufus. Matej Zeman art-photographed the movie creation and his hundreds of images are combined with movie script for the LODstory. This LOD-story is intended for use in the first Slovak virtual museum on cratft and art of tinkering.
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These keywords were added by machine and not by the authors. This process is experimental and the keywords may be updated as the learning algorithm improves.
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